Abstract. This research proposed to design and implementation system of voice pattern recognition in the form of numbers with offline pronunciation. Artificial intelligent with backpropagation algorithm used on the simulation test. The test has been done to 100 voice files which got from 10 person voices for 10 different numbers. The words are consisting of number 0 to 9. The trial has been done with artificial neural network parameters such as tolerance value and the sum of a neuron. The best result is shown at tolerance value varied and a sum of the neuron is fixed. The percentage of this network training with optimal architecture and network parameter for each training data and new data are 82,2% and 53,3%. Therefore if tolerance value is fixed and a sum of neuron varied gave 82,2% for training data and 54,4% for new data
Introduction
Technology developed to create tools or facilities that can help and provide convenience for humans to perform activities in their life. Along with the development of technology, people always want to improve the quality and practicality of these tools. Therefore, there are machines that can interact with humans. This technology is called human machine technology. [1] Human machine technology aims to create machines that have the ability to interpret information spoken by humans and act in accordance with the information submitted. In other words, create a machine with artificial intelligence so that it can interact with humans through sound. [2] The human auditory system composed of the ear, nerves, and brain has the ability to distinguish one sound from another. This ability can be possessed by every human being if the human ever compares and senses the difference between one voice and another. The process of 'comparing and feeling' is part of the learning process in humans [2] . Sound processing techniques (speech processing) with sound recognition system (speaker recognition) developed based on the principles of this human hearing system. This system is used to recognize incoming sounds by comparing them with previously stored sounds on the system memory. This system makes it possible to use sound as a person's identification/proof [2] [3] [4] .
The ability of a human hearing system to recognize sounds can be imitated to be implemented on machines, robots, security systems, etc. since its supporting components are available, ie microphone as an ear substitute, signal processing algorithms and Artificial Neural Networks ANN) that will perform the function as the brain. Artificial Neural Networks are widely used in speech recognition because they can recognize well-tested sound patterns [4] [5] . This Artificial Neural Network is used because it has the ability to recognize patterns that are slightly changed from the original. This is similar to a human brain that is still able to recognize someone from a slightly changed voice over the phone. Artificial Neural Network is a model of computational system that works like a biological neural system, where Artificial Neural Network will serve as a substitute for the nerves and brain, which at the time will relate to the outside world, learning ability and generalization quickly and easily in recognition of a character pattern and easy to be implemented [5] . The artificial hearing system can be designed in such a way by mimicking some of the working principles of the human hearing system so that later the system can recognize sounds based on the sound waves it receives.
This network can recognize patterns of input from weights that are organized through a training. For this training process, the thing to note is to determine the right learning algorithm to get the weight.
Judging from the principle of backpropagation work (Backpropagation), it is seen that this algorithm can minimize errors may be close to or zero [4] [7] .So this study used Artificial Neural Network Backpropagation. Quite a lot of research and writing takes on topics related to speech recognition.
2 Literature Review 2.1. The Process Of Shaping The Human Voice Signals [7] The process of spe`aking can occur if humans are able to issue an acoustic signal that we call also with sound. The human voice is produced by the interaction between the signaling organs.
The sound produced by the sound organs is generated due to the air pressure generated from the lungs which are then channeled to the windpipe. The air flowing through the windpipe will enter the larynx where there are vocal cords so that when air passes it vibrates so that it will produce air pulses. These air pulses will enter the vocal tract. In this section, resonance occurs air pulses which then form the sound patterns that produce voice signals. Sound signals generated from sound producing organs will be represented in the form of sound waves. Sound waves will form different types of patterns. [5] Artificial neural networks are defined as information processing systems that have characteristics resembling human neural networks. Artificial neural networks are created as a generalization of the mathematical model of human understanding based on an assumption as follows:
Definition of Artificial Neural Network
1. Information processing that occurs in a simple element called a neuron.
2. The signal flows between nerve cells/neurons through a connecting link.
Each connecting connection has corresponding
weights. This weight is used to multiply/multiply the signals sent through it.
4. Each nerve cell will apply an activation function to the weighted summation signal coming to it to determine its output signal.
Another definition of artificial neural networks is a biologically inspired computational model consisting of processing elements (called neurons) and their interconnected couples with the boundaries of coefficients (weights) to the connectors, which are neuronal structures, training, and recall algorithms which are put into structure [11] .
Backpropagation network is one algorithm that is often used in solving complicated problems. This is possible because networks with these algorithms are trained using guided learning methods. In the network is given a pair of patterns consisting of the pattern of input and the desired pattern. When a pattern is given to the network, the weights are altered to minimize the difference in the pattern of output and the desired pattern. this exercise is done repeatedly so that all patterns issued by the network can meet the desired pattern.
The backpropagation neural network training algorithm consists of two steps: forward propagation and backward propagation is performed on the network for each pattern given during the training network.
Arsitektur Backpropagation
Backpropagation has several units in one or more hidden screens. Fig.1 is a backpropagation architecture with n input (plus a bias), a hidden screen consisting of p units (plus a bias), as well as m units of output units.
Fig. 1: Backpropagation Architecture
Vji is the line weight of the input unit xi to the hidden display unit Zj (Vj0 is the line weight that links the bias in the input unit to the hidden screen unit Zj).
Wkj is the weight of the hidden display unit Zj to the Yk output unit (Wk0 is the weight of the bias on the hidden screen to the Zk output unit).
Activation Function
In backpropagation, the activation function used must meet several conditions, namely: continuous, differentiated easily and is a function that does not go down. One function that meets these three requirements so often used is a binary sigmoid function that has a range (0.1). Another commonly used function is a bipolar sigmoid function that resembles a binary sigmoid function, but with a range of (-1,1).
pers(2.13)
Graph function is shown in Fig. 2 The sigmoid function has a maximum value of = 1. So for the target pattern 1, the input and output patterns must first be transformed so that all the patterns have the same range as the sigmoid function used.
Another alternative is to use the sigmoid activation function only on a screen that is not an output screen. In the output screen, the activation function used is the identity function: [5] Artificial neural networks have a large number of advantages compared with other calculation methods, namely: a. The ability to acquire knowledge even under conditions of disturbance and uncertainty. This is because neural networks are capable of generalizing, abstraction, and extraction of statistical properties of data. b. Ability to represent knowledge flexibly. Artificial neural networks can create their own representations through self-regulation or learning ability (selforganizing). c. Ability to tolerate a distortion (error/fault), in which a small disturbance in the data can be regarded as mere noise. d. The ability to process knowledge efficiently because it uses a parallel system, so the time required to operate it becomes shorter.. [5] Based on how to modify the weight, there are 2 kinds of training that are known by the supervision (supervised) and without supervision (unsupervised). Training methods with supervision are used if the expected output is known previously. There are a number of existing data pairs (input-output targets) used to train the network until the desired weights are obtained. The data pair serves as a "teacher" to train the network to obtain the best possible form. "The teacher will provide clear information about how the system should change itself to improve its performance. In contrast, an unsupervised learning exercise does not require an output target or no "teacher" will direct the training process.
Training with and Without Supervision
During the training process, the weighting value is arranged within a given range depending on the value of the given input. The purpose of this training is to group similar units within a particular area. Such training is usually very suitable for grouping (pattern classification).
Research Methodology.
In the first stage of data, retrieval is done by vocal recording 10 people, and each person pronouncing digit 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are stored in one file with WAV format.
a. The second stage has extracted a feature of the recording data that has been stored in the file with WAV format. This feature extraction is performed digital screening of each speech data by using MFCC method. The result of the leaching obtained is spectral frequency, then it is domiciled so that the data form is a matrix.
b. The third stage is the process of building a neural network. The network model is a backpropagation network with guided learning system. c. The fourth stage is a process of classification training on patterns of extraction of traits. Training is done by guided by correlating pattern of input with a goal (target). The training result is a weighted matrix that is stored to be called during the test process.
d. The fifth stage, namely testing of the ability of network systems that have been trained, in the testing process is used weights that have been obtained on the training results. As a network input used data that has been stored that has been characteristic extraction.
System Planning
Signal inputted to the computer via a sound card using a microphone. This sound signal was originally analog signals. These analog signals are then converted into digital form by using the ADC found on the sound card. The incoming sound signal is then processed to obtain the parameters. At first, the sound signal is clipped with a cuplik frequency that satisfies Nyquist criteria. Then the signal is blocked into frames. Signals that are still in the form of the frame are filtered by using a preemphasis which then carried out the windowing process. After that extraction parameter on MFCC to get cepstrum parameters. the resulting MFCC matrix will be the input on the artificial neural network. The process of this artificial neural network consists of two stages, namely the process of training and testing process.
In the training process will be obtained a result parameter. The results of this training will be stored as a reference model, where this pattern will be used in the testing process. After the training process is complete and each pattern has been obtained then the process will proceed with testing and decision making. The testing process is performed to test the ability of neural networks in recognizing each sound. This process is done by comparing the output of the sound being tested with the previously stored reference model. The system will correctly identify the sound when the sound is tested according to the trained person.
Training of Artificial Neural Network Backpropagation
The method used in this research is artificial neural network backpropagation. The structure of artificial neural networks used in the study are as follows: a) Training using 100 training data. i. The words we will recognize are the numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 as 10 character numbers.
ii. Each character will be converted into a bit encoding. The number of possible bits is 4 bits, which produces 24 different output variations.
2.6.1.a. Training
Since the artificial neural network used in this research is backpropagation, it first needs to build a network consisting of input layer, hidden layer, output layer, activation function at hidden layer and output layer, and training model used on backpropagation neural network using function : 
T = target
Training will be carried out until the tolerance has been determined that is 0.006.
2.6.1.b. Testing
The test function used in backpropagation neural networks is:
At this stage of testing will be known to what extent the system can recognize the pattern of letters, against the pattern that has been trained. In this experiment aims to look at system capabilities when the parameters of the number of neurons in the hidden layer are constant at 35 and the tolerance values are varied from 0.05 to 0.07. The ability of this system is measured by the success rate in recognizing the entered word pattern. The results of this experiment can be seen in Appendix B and in Figure 5 .1 below In this experiment, it is aimed to see system capability when the parameter of constant tolerance value is 0.06 and the number of neurons in the hidden layer is varied from 30 to 40. The ability of this system is measured by the success rate in recognizing the entered word. The results of this experiment can be seen in Appendix B and in Figure 5 .3. After the experiment, it was seen that to achieve a tolerance of 0.06 at the smallest number of neurons obtained at epoch 4000 and for the number of neurons obtained at epoch 3000, followed by the number of neurons 40 in epoch 2500
The graph of success rate can be seen in figure 7 
Analysis
The rate of introduction of training data is higher than the rate of introduction of new data. Differences in recognition rates between train data and new data due to training data are have the same pattern structure as the data used during network training so as to produce a high level of recognition, while new data is data that has never been trained on the network although it has a similar pattern structure that produces a level of recognition that tends to be lower than the introduction rate of train data. The amount of training conducted has an impact on the success rate of this system, the more training it has to do, the higher the success rate is also higher but it also depends on the tolerance value set. The cause of this error is the ability of artificial neural networks that have begun to take on properties that are only specific to the training data (but not by the test data) so that they are trapped to local maximum conditions in the situation which the target the system is trying to reach are not found due to errors an increasing and unstable training that makes the system take decisions that are deemed to be closer to the desired target pattern.
Conclusions And Recommendations
Based on the analysis of the experimental results obtained, it can be taken several conclusions as follows: 
